[To be revised.] Quantile and expectile regression are tail oriented conditional regression. They can be transformed as generalized quantile regression. Traditional generalized quantile regression focuses on a single curve. When more random curves are available, we can estimate the single curves jointly by using the information from all subjects instead of estimate it individually. To avoid too many parameters to estimate, we apply a novel method -functional data analysis (FDA) combining least asymmetric weighted squares (LAWS), we estimate both the mean curve as the common factor curve and the individual departure curves of the generalized quantile curves via a penalized spline smoothing. We run both simulations and real data analysis to investigate the performance of the FDA method in comparison with the traditional single curve estimation method. Taking the temperature as an example, we estimate the generalized quantile curves for the volatility of the temperature in 150 weather stations in China in 2010 to analyze the different risk drivers for the temperature.
Introduction
Conventional regressions focus on the conditional mean, typically in the center of the conditional distribution. However, more informative description of the distribution is worth noting. In a wide spectrum of applications, extreme behavior contingent on an explanatory variable has been paid more and more attention. Numerous studies focus on the tails of the distribution, with estimators, such as conditional quantile, percentile, and expectile. These quantities are useful to describe the character of the distribution.
Quantile regression by Koenker and Bassett (1978) has been already widely applied to capture the tail behaviour of a distribution. Expectile regression, based on the asymmetric least squares estimation, provides another convenient and relatively efficient method of summarizing the conditional distribution of a dependent variable given the regressors, see Newey and Powell (1987) . It turns out that similar to conditional percentiles, the conditional expectiles also capture the behaviors of the distribution. Breckling and Chambers (1988) proposed M -quantiles, which extends this idea by a "quantile-like" generalization of regression based on asymmetric loss functions. Expectile regression, and more generally M -quantile regression, can be used to characterize the relationship between a response variable and explanatory variables when the behaviour of "non-average" individuals is of interest. Jones (1994) described that expectiles and M -quantiles are related to means and quantiles are related to the median, and moreover expectiles are indeed quantiles of a transformed distribution. Thereafter, we introduce a uniform name for both quantile regression and expectile regression as the generalized quantile regression.
The generalized quantile regression is widely used in financial market, weather analysis and demographic studies, especially can be used to analyze the extreme situations, such as calculating Value at Risk (VaR) in finance, or studying the relationship between GDP and population in demography, see Schnabel and Eilers (2009a) , and Härdle and Song (2009) applied it to study the correlation between the wage and the level of education. Moreover, the generalized quantile regression is also applied in weather study in Guo and Härdle (2011) . They investigated the volatility of temperature in Berlin and Taipei to obtain the risk drivers for temperature.
However, applied economics and finance involve high dimensional and complex structural data over space and time. For instance, in meteorology and agricultural economics, one is always interested to study the fluctuations of temperatures at different locations for several years, since such an analysis is essential for pricing weather derivatives and hedging weather risks, see Odening and Turvey (2008) .
Moreover, as in electricity market, we have different futures and options with different time to maturity. In biostatistics, we have different gene expression data, which undoubtedly belongs to high dimensional and large dataset. While, the traditional estimation methods only focus on estimating single curve individually instead of estimating them as a family, which unfortunately ignores the common structure among the individuals.
In this paper, we simultaneously estimate all the generalized quantile curves by using the information from a family of individuals, instead of the individual information. However, when all the information are included into the regression, it induces a lot of parameters to be estimated, that is, we face the challenge of curse of dimensionality. The key questions are how to derive and identify low dimensional driving factors, that is, we intend to find several components to represent the parameters.
As known, the high dimensional data over space and time can be treated as functional data. For instance, the temperature data collected over time at each station are effectively producing a curve over the observed interval, with, say, 365 measurements made over 365 days of the year. Functional data analysis (FDA) replace the observations by a simple functional representation, Sen and Klüppelberg (2010) . An important tool to functional data analysis is functional principal component analysis (FPCA). The functional representation can be expressed by their mean function and the eigenfuntions of the autocovariance operator. This is a consequence of Karhumen-Loève representation of the functional operator. It is useful to reduce random trajectories to a set of functional principal scores. Besides dimension reduction, it also intends to characterize the dominant modes of variation of a sample of random trajectories around their mean trends, see Yao and Lee (2006) . Sen and Klüppelberg (2010) applies FPCA to time series data to estimate the mean curve. They treat the whole curve as a random realization from a distribution on functions varying over time. They analyze the yield curves and the hourly spot prices of electricity, and obtain that the fits and forecasts outperform the existing methods in the electricity literature. Zheng et al. (2011) studied the confidence corridors for sparse longitudinal data curves.
In our paper, we apply the FDA approach to study the generalized quantile curves instead of the average behavior in the traditional way. The aim is to find several factors to explain the variation of the departures of the individual curves.
With this method, we can estimate the generalized quantile curves by the information from all individual curves, which we assume that share the common mean shape and the different individual departures from the mean curve. The individual departures measure how far the individual curves go from the common mean curve.
We use the collection of the information from all the individuals, and apply the penalized least asymmetric weighted squares (LAWS) to estimate the parameters. The combination of FDA and penalized spline smoothing to estimate the generalized quantile curves performs well especially when data is sparse, see James et al. (2000) and Zhou et al. (2008) . Therefore, our method would provide a reliable result especially in extreme situations, for instance, to calculate very high quantiles or expectiles due to the sparse data in the tails of the distribution. By this method, We use all the observed data from the random curves, which will provide more information for the estimation, therefore, it would outperform the individually estimation method since all the information is included in the model instead of only the information from individual i. Simulations are setup to verify the performance of our method. Take the temperature in different cities in the same year as an example. On one hand, with this method, we can detect the common factor shape of the volatility of the temperature among all these cities. Moreover, the individual departures from the mean curve are also obtained. Analyzing the departures, we can find which individual curve stays far away from the mean of the expectiles for the volatility. Further, the information, presented by the eigenfunctions, describes the crucial factors which influence the volatility of temperature. On the other hand, we can apply this methodology into different cities in the same period, and find the risk factors of the temperature over space. Similar idea can be applied into VaR to measure the changes of the risk of loss on a specific portfolio over time.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly recall the unconditional and conditional generalized quantiles. Moreover, we explain the details to estimate the generalized quantile curve for single distributions. Functional data analysis (FDA) for generalized quantile curves is introduced in Section 3. Both the model construction and estimation algorithm will be discussed in detail. In Section 4, a Monte Carlo simulation is studied to investigate the performance of our method in comparison with the traditional single curve estimation. In Section 5, an application considers the temperature of 150 weather stations in China in 2010 to find the risk drivers affecting the temperature by calculating different expectiles of the volatility of the temperature, we conclude in Section 6.
Generalized Regression Quantiles
Any random variable Y can be characterized by its cdf F Y (y) = P (Y ≤ y), or equivalently, by its quantile function (qf)
The τ -th quantile Q Y (τ ) minimizes the expected loss,
for the asymmetric loss function ρ τ (Y − y) with
When Y is associated with a vector of covariates X, one is interested in studying
Y |X=x (τ ) as a function of x. Assuming linear dependence on covariates, the τ -th theoretical regression quantile is Q Y |X (τ |x) = x β * , where Koenker and Bassett (1978) used this fact to define a minimum contrast estimator of regression quantiles. Since the loss function used in (1) and (3) can be interpreted as asymmetrically weighted absolute errors, it is natural to consider the asymmetrically weighted squared errors or other asymmetrically weighted loss functions. The expectile curves of Newey and Powell (1987) are the solutions of the optimization problem (3) with the loss function corresponding to
More general asymmetric loss functions have been considered by Breckling and Chambers (1988) to define their M -quantiles which include quantiles and expectiles as special cases.
We now restrict our attention to a univariate covariate but consider the more flexible nonparametric estimation. For fixed τ , the τ -th generalized regression quantile function is defined as
where ρ τ (Y − y) is an asymmetric loss function. In this paper we focus on the quantile and expectile curves, corresponding to
with α = 1, 2, respectively, although with slight modifications our methodology is generally applicable for any α > 0. According to Jones (1994) , the expectiles can be interpreted as quantiles, not of the distribution F (y|x) itself, but of a distribution related to F (y|x). Specifically, write H(y|x) for the conditional partial moment
, and denote
When they are well-defined, both the conditional quantile function and the expectile function characterize the conditional distribution, and there is a one-to-one mapping between them (Yao and Tong, 1996) . Quantiles are intuitive, but expectiles are easier to compute and more efficient to estimate (Schnabel and Eilers, 2009b) .
To estimate the generalized quantile functions, assume we have paired data
sample from the joint distribution of (X, Y ). It follows from (4) that the generalized quantile function l τ (·) minimizes the unconditional expected loss,
where F is the collection of functions such that the expectation is well-defined. Using the method of penalized splines (Eilers and Marx, 1996; Ruppert et al., 2003) , we
} is a vector of B-spline basis functions and γ is a q-vector of coefficients, and minimize the penalized avarage empirical loss,
where Ω is a penalty matrix and λ is the penalty parameter. The penalty term is introduced to penalize the roughness of the fitted generalized quantile function l τ (·). When X i 's are evenly spaced, the penalty matrix Ω can be chosen such that
2 is the squared second difference penalty. In this case, Ω = D D and D is the second-differential matrix such that Dγ creates the vector of second differences γ i+1 − 2γ i + γ i−1 . In general, the penalty matrix Ω can be chosen to be b (x)b(x) dx such that γ Ωγ = {b(x) γ} 2 dx, whereb(x) = {b 1 (x), . . . ,b q (x)} denotes the vector of second derivatives of the basis functions. The minimizing objective function in (7) can be viewed as the penalized negative log likelihood for the signal-plus-noise model
where ε i follows a distribution with a density proportional to exp{−ρ r (u)}, which corresponds respectively to the asymmetric Laplace distribution or the asymmetric
Gaussian distribution for α = 1 and α = 2 (Koenker and Machado, 1999) . Since these distributions are rather implausible for real-world data, their likelihood is better interpreted as a quasi-likelihood.
For expectiles (α = 2 in the definition of loss function), Schnabel and Eilers (2009b) developed an iterative least asymmetrically weighted squares (LAWS) algorithm to solve the minimization problem (7), by extending an idea of Newey and Powell (1987) . They rewrote the objective function in (7) as
where
For fixed weights w i (τ )'s, the minimizing γ has a closed-form expression
where B is a matrix whose i-th row is b(X i ) , W is the diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry is w i (τ ), and Y = (Y 1 , . . . , Y n ) . Note that the weights w i (τ )'s depend on the spline coefficient vector γ. The LAWS algorithm iterates until convergence between computing (11) and updating W using (10) with γ being its current value obtained from (11).
With a slight modification, the LAWS algorithm can also be used to calculate the penalized spline estimator of conditional quantile functions, which correspond to α = 1 in the asymmetric loss function. The weights for calculating the expectiles given in (10) need to be replaced by
where δ > 0 is a small constant used to avoid numerical problems when
is close to zero. In this case, the LAWS algorithm can be interpreted as a variant of Majorization-Minimization (MM) algorithm and the convergence of the LAWS algorithm then follows from the general convergence theory of the MM algorithm;
see Hunter and Lange (2000) .
One advantage of expectiles is that they can always be calculated no matter how low or high of the generalized quantile level τ , while the empirical quantiles can be undefined at extreme tails of the data distribution. It is also known that estimation of expectiles is usually more efficient than that of quantiles since it makes more effective use of data (Schnabel and Eilers, 2009b) . However, when τ is close to 0 or 1, we still can estimate expectiles, but quantiles exhibit high variability, because of sparsity of data in the tails of the distribution. In the next section, we will present a method for better quantile and expectile estimation when there is a need to estimate a collection of generalized quantile functions and, if these functions share some common features. We use functional data analysis techniques to improve the estimation efficiency by borrowing strength across data sets.
3 Functional data analysis for a collection of regression quantiles
Approach
When we are interested in a collection of generalized quantile curves, denoted as
. . , N , we may treat them as functional data. Suppose l i (t)'s are independent realizations of a stochastic process l(t) defined on a compact interval T with the mean function E{l(t)} = µ(t) and the covariance kernel K(s, t) = Cov{l(s), l(t)}, s, t ∈ T . (To emphasize the one-dimensional natural of the covariate, from now on we change notation for the covariate from x to t.) If I K(t, t)dt < ∞, then Mercer's Lemma states that there exists an orthonormal sequence of eigenfunctions (ψ j ) and a non-increasing and non-negative sequence of eigenvalues (κ j ) such that
and
Moreover, we have the following Karhunen-Loève expansion
Usually statistical estimation demands a parsimonious model for estimation efficiency and thus the terms associated with small eigenvalues in (13) can be neglected. As a result, we obtain the following factor model
where f k is the k-th factor with
is the vector of scores, and K is the number of factors to be used in the model.
The function µ can be interpreted as the mean function, and the factors f k 's can be interpreted as the functional principal components (James et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2008) . Since the factor model (14) indicates that the collection of generalized quantile curves share the same mean function and the same set of principal components, it opens the door for borrowing information across data sets to improve the estimation efficiency.
Accepting the parametrizations in (14), estimation of the generalized quantile functions l i 's is reduced to the estimation of the mean and principal components functions. Using the method of penalized splines again, we represent these functions in the form of basis expansions
where b(t) = {b 1 (t), · · · , b q (t)} is a q-vector of B-splines, θ µ is a q-vector and Θ f = {θ f,1 , · · · , θ f,K } is a q × K matrix of spline coefficients. The B-splines are normalized so that
Thus the estimation problem is further reduced to the estimation of spline coefficients. For identifiability, we impose the following restriction
The above two equations imply the usual orthogonality requirements of the principal component curves:
Denote the observations as {Y ij } with i = 1, · · · , N , j = 1, · · · , T i . Combining (14) and (15) yields the following data model
Here, the scores α i 's are treated as fixed effects instead of random effects for convenience in applying the asymmetric loss minimization and, for identifiability, their average is assumed to be 0. The empirical loss function for generalized quantile estimation is
where ρ τ (u) is the asymmetric loss function defined in (5). To ensure the smoothness of the estimates of the mean curve and the principal components curves, we use a moderate number of knots and apply a roughness penalty to regularize the fitted curves. The squared second derivative penalties for the mean and principal components curves are given by
The penalized empirical loss function is then
where λ µ and λ f are nonnegative penalty parameters. Note that we use the same penalty parameter for all principal components curves for the sake of simplicity. We propose to minimize the penalized loss (18) to estimate the parameters θ µ , Θ f , and α i 's. The choice of the penalty parameters will be discussed later in the paper.
Define the vector
The data model can be written in matrix form as
, the data have the following signal-plus-noise representation
where ε i is the random error vector whose components follow some asymmetric distribution as in (8), corresponding to the asymmetric loss minimization for the generalized quantile regression. Equation (20) has also been used in Zhou et al. (2008) for a random effects model of functional principal components, where both α i and ε i are multivariate normally distributed. Since the signal-plus-noise model (20) for generalized quantile regression is not a plausible data generating model but rather an equivalent representation of the asymmetric loss minimization, the EMalgorithm used in Zhou et al. (2008) can not be simply extended and justified in the current context.
Algorithm
This subsection develops an iterative penalized least asymmetrically weighted squares (PLAWS) algorithm for minimizing the penalized loss function defined in (18), by defining weights in a similar manner as in (10) and (12).
We fix the quantile level τ ∈ (0, 1). To estimate the expectile curves, for i = 1, · · · , N and j = 1, · · · , T i , define the weights
is a function of the parameters. To estimate the quantile curves, define the weights
where l ij is defined as in (21) and δ is a small positive constant. Using these weights, the asymmetric loss function in (17) can be written as the following weighted sum of squares
and the penalized loss function (18) becomes the following penalized weighted least squares criterion
where W i = diag{w i1 , . . . , w iT i }. Since the weights depend on the parameters, the PLAWS algorithm iterates until convergence between minimizing (24) and updating the weights using (21) and (22).
To minimize (24) for fixed weights, we alternate minimization with respect to θ µ , Θ f , and α i . Such minimizations have close-form solutions
Any iterative algorithm needs a method of obtaining initial values, which is referred in Appendix. Moreover, one can find the details of the algorithm in Appendix.
Choice of Auxiliary Parameters
In the paper, for simplicity, we use equally spaced knots for the B-splines. The choice of the number of knots to be used is not critical, as long as it is moderately large, since the smoothness of the fitted curves is mainly controlled by the roughness penalty term. For typical sparse functional datasets, 10-20 knots is often sufficient;
see Zhou et al. (2008) . The optimal choice of the penalty parameter for the single curve estimation used in initialization follows the method in Schnabel and Eilers (2009b) . There are several well developed methods for choosing the auxiliary parameters in the FDA framework, such as, AIC, BIC and cross-validation (CV). In this paper, all the auxiliary parameters, such as the number of principal components/factors to be included, and the penalty parameters λ µ and λ f , will be chosen via the 5-fold cross-validation by minimizing the cross-validated asymmetric loss function.
Simulation
In this section, simulations are set up to investigate the performance of the aforementioned FDA method. We compare the estimation results, that is to say, to estimate the expectile curves individually or via the FDA jointly estimation method. We first simulate the observations, and calculate the theoretical quantiles and expectiles, then design a criterion to compare the estimated generalized expectile with the theoretical generalized quantile. The general setup is written as
We also assume that for i = 1, · · · , N , t j is equidistant in [0, 1], and j = 1, · · · , T .
The mean curve is µ(t) = 1 + t + exp{−(x − 0.6) 2 /0.05} and we set f 1 (t) = sin(2πx)/ √ 0.5 and f 2 (t) = cos(2πx)/ √ 0.5. Let α 1i ∼ N(0, 36), α 2i ∼ N(0, 9) and e it ∼ (0, σ 2 ).
We also would like to check the performances with small sample size and large sample size. Different scenarios are built up by changing the sample size and the distribution of the error terms. We assume the error terms to be normally distributed or time varying normally distributed, or it can be t distributed. The distributions of the error terms are designed:
• e it ∼ N (0, 0.5)
• e it ∼ N (0, µ(t) × 0.5)
• e it ∼ t(5)
• small sample: N = 20, T = 100
• large sample: N = 40, T = 150
The theoretical τ -th quantile and expectile, which we consider as a reference for the estimators:
where i = 1, · · · , N , t j = 1, · · · , T and ε τ represents the corresponding τ -th theoretical quantile and expectile of e it . To design the criteria for the comparison, we define
• The individual curve:
Theoretical curve:
Individually estimated: l i,in : Referred to Section 2.
• The mean curve:
One can evaluate the jointly estimation method (FDA) via comparing its performance with other existing individually estimation methods, taking the method in Schnabel and Eilers (2009b) as an example. Two aspects of comparison are considered in the paper. We firstly compare the theoretical mean curve of the estimated mean curve by the FDA method and the estimated mean curve from single curve estimation. Meanwhile, we are also interested in how far the estimated individual expectile curves by the two methods are from the theoretical expectile curves. We evaluate the estimators in each scenario in terms of the MSE (mean square errors). sample size are shown in each table. Obviously, when we increase the sample size, i.e. to increase both the number of individuals and the observations in each individual, the MSE by the FDA method decreases in all the three setting scenarios, however there is no big improvement for the individual estimation method. It is worth noting that when the error term is normally distributed, both methods perform well, which indicates that they both can provide reliable results when the error term is not very volatile. While our FDA method provides even better result, especially when the sample size is large. The difference between the true curve and the estimated curve is quite small. However, when the volatility of the random errors becomes bigger, for instance, as we change the error term to the time-varying with the mean of the error term as designed in scenario 2 or we change the error term to be t distributed in scenario 3, as described in Table ( 1), the MSE from both methods becomes larger comparing with that from the normally distributed. However, if we increase the sample size, the difference of the common shapes between estimated expectiles by the FDA and the theoretical one is quite small comparing with that from the individual estimation method. One may detect that the estimated individual curves from FDA method also outperform the single estimated individual curves. More details is summarized by the corresponding tables. Table ( 2) summarized the result for quantile curves when the error term is normally distributed. In general, the performance of FDA is similar for the expectile curves. However, the MSE becomes larger than expectile curves, since for the very high quantile, due to the few data, the results may contain a larger bias. The data is obtained from China Meteorological Administration. As described in the literature, the volatility is crucial to the weather derivatives pricing, and it also provides evidence to crop insurance, especially in China. Therefore, to study the volatility of temperature motivates us to hedge the corresponding weather risk. Further, we analyze the functional factors to explain these curves and the corresponding fixed effects for all the cities. It would be meaningful to see the factors affecting the variation of the temperature.
Note that the temperature is always lower in winter, and the temperature is higher in summer, which shows seasonal pattern during the whole year in all these 150 stations. Therefore, we firstly take out the seasonal effect and autoregressive effect from the temperature. The technology has already been well documented in a lot of literature. Motivation of this modeling approach can be found in Diebold and Inoue (2001) . Further, Campbell and Diebold (2005) introduced the AR-GARCH model to capture the the dynamics of the average day temperature. The temperature on day t for city i is to decompose the the temperature into two parts, the seasonal part and the random part.
• The temperature at T it on day t:
• The seasonal effect Λ it :
• X it follows an AR(p i ) process:
The variation of the temperature is expressed as ε it in (27), which would be meaning to study the behaviour of volatility of the temperature. To understand the variation, we investigate different percentages of expectile curves, such as, the 95% expectile curves, the 75% expectile curves, the 50% expectile curves and the 25% expectile curves for each weather station. Following the aforementioned algorithm, we choose all the auxiliary parameters by 5-fold CV. In the paper, K = 3 for each percentage of expectile curves, which means 3 principal components are enough to explain the large enough variance for each station. To note that, we use different smoothing parameters λ's for different expectiles.
Figure (5) describes the estimated expectile curves for these 150 weather stations in 2010, respectively, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% (from left to right, up to down).
The grey lines in each plot are the estimated individual expectile curves by our FDA method. The dashed red lines are the pointwise intervals that covers 95% of the mass of the distributions for the individual curves. It is obvious that these four expectile curves perform differently. The 25%,75% and 95% expectile curves vary in a relative small range comparing with the 50% expectile, the mean curve, which allocate in a range from [−10, 10] . However, all these expectile curves still share some common pattern. It is easy to detect that in all these plots, the volatility of the temperature is lowest in summer, i.e the observations around 200, and it has similar pattern in winter, which can be found in the beginning and the end period of all these curves. However, in spring and fall, the variation of temperature is more volatile, such as the points around observation 100 and 300. The phenomenon is consistent with the description in the existing literature. Moreover, we can find that although the scale of 25% and 75% expectile is different, while they show quite similar patterns.
The estimated factor curves for the expectile curves are shown in Figure (6 ). These 4 plots represent respectively the four different expectiles (from left to right).
The black line represents the first factor, and the red line is the second factor, the third one is described by the green line in each plot. Generally, it is known that there are several factors to influence temperature, such as latitude, altitude, distance from large bodies of water, ocean currents, mountain barriers, air masses, prevailing wind system, and human behaviours. The first factor has similar pattern in all these 4 expectiles, except the scales are different. All of them are very flat, further, they vary little around zero. The first factor for the 50% expectile looks a little more volatile, however if we note that the quite small scale, it also varies little around zero. Therefore, the first factor is time-invariant, which would be the geographical factors, such as the latitude and the attitude and so on. The second factor for each expectile has similar pattern, and they are more volatile than the first one. Note that for all these four curves, they have peaks around observation 200, to say it is around the beginning of July, the summer time, and two lowest place appear around observation 100 and 300, which are respectively around the beginning of April and the end of November, i.e the spring time and the fall time. The second factor is time varying, which can be explained by the seasonal factor. The third factor shows high values in winter, and low values in summer. This can be explained as the effect from the distance from the ocean (continentality). As known, the sea is cooler than the land in summer, but warmer in winter. Since it takes the sea a long time to heat up, while it is slower to cool down than land. In a word, the volatility of all these 4 different percentages of the expectile curves is influenced by similar factors, due to the shape of the estimated factors.
Figure (7) to (9) describe respectively to the three estimated fixed effect α i 's for all the estimated 4 expectile curves, which are also projected to the China map. We draw each point with the heat colors. As known, the heat color becomes lighter as the value turns to larger. Therefore, as the value of α is bigger, the color of the corresponding point is lighter. One can observe that different stations have different score allocation. The color changes in the same weather station for different α's. In the first mapping plot, it is obviously, the extreme values of the first random score concentrate on the north part of the China, and in the south east part of China, the first fixed effect α 1 is not very large. This is consistent with the geographical knowledge. In the north, the temperature generally has larger change than that from the south part. The second mapping plot shows that the variation of temperature in the east is smaller than that of the west part of China, since the east part of China is closer to the ocean comparing with the west part. The third mapping does not have so obvious pattern as the first two. For the lower expectile, such as 25% and 50%, α 3 's perform similar. And the α 3 for 75% and 95% expectiles have similar performance.
Conclusion
In this paper, we provide a novel methodology to estimate the generalized quantile curves when a family of random curves are available. Further, we deduce the close form solutions for the generalized quantile curves. We use all the information from the observed data, and estimate both the common shape curve and the departure curves for each individual expectile curve. We found our method outperforms the individually estimate method for generalized quantile regression curves, which is verified in the simulations. In the application, we investigated different factors to influence the volatility of the temperature. Roughly, the risk drivers for different percentages of expectiles are quite similar. The factors which influence both the temperature and the volatility of the temperature, can be expressed as three factors.
One is time invariant, and the other two are time varying.
A Appendix

A.1 Identification
Firstly, to make sure there exists global minima, that is to say, (18) is convex, one needs a constraint on α i . N i=1 α i = 0 guarantee that the convexity of the penalized loss function S * . To identify Θ f and α's,
Therefore, by requiring that D α be diagonal and that the Θ f have orthonormal columns, we prevent reparameterization by linear transformation, for more clarification of this issue we refer to Lemma 1 in Zhou et al. (2008) . We also need to order α i according to their second moments,
, which makes sure all the equations are identifiable. The estimated fixed effect α 1 for 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% expectile curves of the temperature variation. The estimated fixed effect α 3 for 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% expectile curves of the temperature variation.
A.2 Initial Values Selection
We propose the following procedure to initialize the PLAWS algorithm: a. We estimate N single expectile/quantile curves l i (t) by applying the single curve estimation algorithm described in Section 2.
b. Set L i = { l(t i1 ), . . . , l(t iT i )} . Run the linear regression
to get the initials of θ µ as follows e. Do regression on Θ f
to get the initials of α i . We centered the initial values α i 's for the further iterating procedures.
A.3 Updated Procedures
The updating formula is given below. The parameters that appear on the right-hand side of equations are all fixed. Please note the first step, the right estimates are the initial values.
a. We fix Θ f and U k , and update θ µ .
b. We now get the new θ µ , and together with the U k , we can update Θ f as described as:
and i = 1, · · · , N , k, l = 1, · · · , K, θ f,k is the k-th column of Θ f .
c. We update ( α 1 , . . . , α N ) after we get the updated estimates of θ µ and Θ f .
Meanwhile, we order α i 's to guarantee that E(α
d. After the round of the updating the estimates, we need to update the weight matrix as well, which can be referred (21) for expectile and (22) for quantile, with l i = B i θ µ + B i Θ f α i e. We do the iterations until all the estimators converge.
